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   70 sold in past month

Godaca The visible sunroof allows you to observe the baby's situation at any
time, and the mother is more assured.

Detachable armrests make it easier to put your baby in or out of the cart.

Multi-section awning, strengthen protection.

Five-point seat belt design can better protect your baby.

Large shopping basket, large capacity, high above the ground, easy to hold baby
travel items.

Price: $ 159.99

Quantity:    1 

Buy Now Add to Cart

Review list

Angelica Strickland      2020-05-24 09:13:08

I put this together alone 8 months pregnant. its SO light weight. holds my little one perfectly. The base is super neat and easy to put in the
car. no painful hands from trying to shove a seatbelt through the seat. everything is attached by what almost seems like industrial hooks.
Such an upgrade from the Eddie B I had for my �rst kiddo.

Angela      2020-08-26 09:23:46

First of all, it's super easy to assemble/store. I love that I can keep my baby in the car seat when I go to put him in the stroller. It faces me so
I'm not paranoid about not being able to see him. I'm de�nitely making the most out of the carseat though because my baby is a little over 2
months now and he's small, but his length is just taking o� and I fear he's going to grow out of the car seat soon, but still no regrets! Also, the
stroller is amazing. I have no problem turning it in any direction. I'm a new mommy and I got to say I am happy with the price and quality of
this purchase!

Leilabird      2020-08-26 10:56:09

We bought this stroller twice and not because the �rst one didn't last. I'm a runner and put many, many miles on our 1st expedition with our
�rst baby. Just had our 2nd baby and had to buy this again. This stroller holds up to abuse, nothing ever broke on it in its almost 5 years of
use.

Mimi      2020-04-11 10:22:21

The stroller seems very nice and easy to fold. You will have to put the wheels on. I read complaints of the carseat... so I bought a janabebe
head and body support to install in carseat - problem solved! This helps your child to be comfortable and guarantee the support they need!
Overall, I love the carseat and stroller especially for the price.

ShandraLauren      2020-07-24 09:15:55

I love this stroller system. I prefer a jogger stroller over a traditional stroller for everyday use (not just for “jogging”) because the real tires are
much easier to maneuver over bumps, curbs etc. meanwhile the car seat clicks into the stroller easily and securely.

Nicdron      2020-03-16 09:50:06

So happy with this purchase. When I was looking to buy this I read reviews and happened to see one that said it was very hard to get on and
o� the base and on and o� the stroller. I think the person that wrote this review had this problem because my husband and I did as well in
the beginning but there is a small piece of cardboard that needs to be removed from underneath that you might not notice unless you're
truly were really looking for a cause as to why it's so hard to get clipped from the base. Once we removed it it worked perfectly I couldn't be
happier with this purchase, such a great value for the dollar!

cdderrick      2019-08-10 08:56:18

So happy with this purchase! Great deal for the price. One of the main things that drew me to his set was the big wheels on the stroller.
Everything comparable was nearly double the price. The car seat is light weight, and the stroller seems sturdy and smooth. The only negative
I can say so far is that the instruction were a little confusing... there were so many languages it was hard to �nd the English part that I needed.

Destiny      2020-06-12 09:46:11

The wheels are incredibly smooth. Turns very nicely. The carseat snaps right in to the stroller. The only thing I noticed with the buttons you
squeeze to move the carrying handle is a little di�cult but not impossible. So far this is the only downside I have experienced with this
stroller/car seat combo. The material is sort of like a luggage or gym bag material but I bought a separate insert that covers the seat and
provides extra support for their body and head so this wasnt an issue for us. This is my �rst time buying a stroller and car seat though so I do
not have any other experiences to compare it to, but so far we love it.

Lisa      2020-01-01 09:16:43

This was such a great deal, very cute, good quality, fast shipping, my sister loved! This came from the Amazon wear house and said was an
opened box. I got for like 70$ normally way more expensive. When I got it I expected to be dirty or broke but it was in the box and looked
brand new.

Amber      2020-06-27 09:33:32
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fter much research I'm so glad I went with this stroller. I love to hike so I wanted a jogger stroller I could also push around in stores without it
being huge. It is 4-6 inches shorter than the Graco jogger I was looking at and 5-10 pounds lighter. It �ts nicely in the trunk of my Nissan
Altima and still leaves plenty of room for groceries! The stroller handles well on grass and rock without being so big when I take it into stores.
I haven't really jogged with it but the front wheel hasn't given me trouble as other reviewers mentioned. The price is right and I couldn't be
happier! The only two downsides I've encountered so far are: 1.The shade on the car seat isn't big enough to cover my baby. When you have
the stroller the shades meet in the middle and it's �ne, but without the stroller the shade is often insu�cient but I knew that going in. 2. The
carseat neck support isn't great for newborns and there isn't much padding behind their heads. But the cup holders and phone holder are
super useful and the storage underneath is awesome.

Anargg90      2020-01-10 10:34:15

My mom bought it for us, and we just love it. This is my �rst child and we had no idea what to expect from a travel system. The stroller is
really easy to maneuver and the locking system for the wheels works wonderful. It folds very easy and it's light weight for me to pick up. (I'm
petite so this is a plus.) The carseat has been just amazing. My daughter loves it. We did have to purchase the padding for the straps that go
around her neck but we have had no problems with it at all. Overall I would recommend this travel system to new parents, because it's so
easy to use and safe for our little ones!!

Jaime J.      2020-08-26 09:46:47

I took a chance on this stroller. My wife put me in charge of �nding us a good stroller before our baby arrived. She wanted something that
was easy to use, not very heavy and that it was able to maneuver around smoothly. When she �rst saw it she was full of doubts and unsure it
was going to work for her. However, once she started to actually use it she change her mind quick! Now she loves the damn thing and won’t
stop using. I really dodge a bullet in this one phew! Totally recommend it!

Ron Marie      2020-06-17 09:51:05

Bought this for my daughter. Her husband had it put together in less than a half hour. HIGHLY recommend. Wish they had this when my kids
were born! You can take the car seat out of the base and snap into the stroller quick and easy and likewise back to the base in the car when
needed. You never have to worry about the base part once it is strapped in as suggested. That is alot less hassel and so much less time
consuming then in my day! Love the stroller. The wheels are nice and thick and are designed to easily traverse all di�ernt ground areas. Easy
to push, very structually sound. Highly recommend :)

Gigi      2020-08-29 08:56:45

Im so happy with my purchase. My new grandson will be here in January 2020. The stroller was very easy to esemble, all parts were in
package. It feels very sturdy. Im sure my grandbaby will be ver comfortable.
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